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Hassaniya Arabic transcript: 
 

�:ر��� +B+B، $, 'C7 ,8 ا"A@ص و %=8 أ%;�>/$ -;: "4)19+8ا"7آ�6 345 آ$01 -�/$  ، -' ,$ + * ($")' أ%$ ا"! �
14D(!% 1!E%،0 1ا,B % 1!E% $, �FA"خ14ا اB% 0$ش I1ا و!�+C7' أصI $/%I  Mن %=B% 8خ14ه$ 0!@ط ،$ش 7%

�14D(!% 8ا و $0")$"' +$O $%$, 0$ش %)19%1ا I8 ا+$O $CP 8��6 ذاك ه1,)1ا-;�Q, 8 ا"019T1ت $%BCP $,،Iا $%BCP ، 
/,Iا $C(E،آ01$ د '- $%BOو ت1ا $C(E/, ا�7,$W"8 اP خ$رج Iو �7,$W"ر ا$Zا")19+8 +17د -' إ 'C7+ 8+19("ا Iا $E+، 

CP 89E, $7\ZBم ا"019' و$FC"ف ا@Z 8, 8+19("ا _�- `aC, ش * و cآ d<A% '4P @="فك ا")19+8 ا@Z 8, م$FC"ا 
e=@اوي و %=8 ه�ا"g $C+B5 '"ا $/C, $%h/(%ص أ@A"د+8و ا$�E"ا i70 '- $%193 ,8 آ01$ ، ت�O $%درس3 -'  أ
 ��\COIا �D4"ارس اB"ا �+h�و  ا"=@ة اA%I@,$ت�d ،و B, '- 3+@5ارس ا"E9\1ت@-' آ01$ و ت=�4P 34' ش/$دة إ49%

� اA%I@,$ت�d ت=�BP '4P 34ة ش/Bات A�0 ة$E=, و �,$P �A�0 ا";$%1ن 'C7+ $CO@ 5@+3 5$%1ن و ت �7,$W"و -' ا
�� و اC(4g%I$ ه1ن -' هDeو ش. خ$ص�� اIس\$%D4"ا nnn 8+د$�E"ا '- $C+194' تP Mأص �7Oرا �� و W ا"oEس>+h�4

d�$7,4� و . اA%I@,$تE"8 اP و ��p;"8 اP @a7\@وا أآ% $%BP$<ت �4D!"ه1ن -' ا 'C7+ '- $%BP$<و ا"=;1ق آ$%3 ت
�Q اIش $ص ا"' ا"EO Q, �4,$7E"ا ��A�$7,4� و آE"ا �;+@Z8�   . ' تhور%$ س�$%' أr%$O وI ص=@او+

 
 
English translation: 
 
Man: As for my personal case… aaa… as I said, Cuba has… aaa… numerous 
opportunities and we go there only to get an education. I mean, we don’t go there to get a 
job or, I mean, to work to make a living or to save money. This is because… aaa… 
because, I mean, we go there with the condition… aaa… I mean, initially we have… 
aaa… agreed with the Cubans that we would come to get an education not to… aaa… not 
to get a job. And so, we don’t… aaa… have the employment in Cuba. We just have… 
aaa… our task, our task and presence in Cuba is and has always been to just get an 
education. I mean, this education can be as part of university… aaa… or perhaps outside 
of university since you can get an education that you would personally be responsible for 
and there is an education provided by the Cuban government and by the Saharawi 
government. For us… aaa… we have taken advantage of these opportunities as much as 
we possibly could and we got an education… aaa… in certain fields. I… aaa… came to 
Cuba and… aaa… went to a school that teaches… aaa… foreign language in Cuba and I 
got a certificate… aaa… in English. And I studied in… aaa… schools for computer 
and… aaa… independent computer science and so I got certificates in computer science, 
and in university… aaa… I studied law. And… aaa… we specialized, I mean, in law in 
general and legal studies specifically. And… aaa… our work here, in this… aaa… this 
institute is related to our… aaa… our training in the fields of Spanish and English and… 
aaa… computer science. And law is… aaa… helping us in… aaa… I mean, here at this 
job, it is helping us to better express our opinions about the [Saharawi] cause and… 
aaa… the way to deal with… aaa… all the people who… aaa… who visit us… aaa… 
both foreigners and Saharawis.    
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About CultureTalk: CultureTalk is produced by the Five College Center for the Study of World 
Languages and housed on the LangMedia Website. The project provides students of language and culture 
with samples of people talking about their lives in the languages they use every day. The participants in 
CultureTalk interviews and discussions are of many different ages and walks of life. They are free to 
express themselves as they wish. The ideas and opinions presented here are those of the participants. 
Inclusion in CultureTalk does not represent endorsement of these ideas or opinions by the Five College 
Center for the Study of World Languages, Five Colleges, Incorporated, or any of its member institutions: 
Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College and the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst.  
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